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Thomas Jefferson was born into the planter class of a "slave society," as defined by the historian Ira Berlin, in
which slavery was the main means of labor production and elite slaveholders were the ruling class. He was
the son of Peter Jefferson, a prominent slaveholder and land speculator in Virginia, and Jane Randolph,
granddaughter of English and Scots gentry.
Thomas Jefferson and slavery - Wikipedia
Thomas Jefferson was born on April 13, 1743 (April 2, 1743, Old Style, Julian calendar), at the family home in
Shadwell in the Colony of Virginia, the third of ten children. He was of English, and possibly Welsh, descent
and was born a British subject. His father Peter Jefferson was a planter and surveyor who died when
Jefferson was fourteen; his mother was Jane Randolph.
Thomas Jefferson - Wikipedia
Manners and opinions change with the change of circumstances, institutions must advance also, and keep
pace with the times. We might as well require a man to wear still the coat which fitted him when a boy, as
civilized society to remain ever under the regimen of their barbarous ancestors.
Thomas Jefferson - Wikiquote
This toolbox is not a history of slavery. As we said in Theme I, its goal is to capture the experiences of African
Americans in the years of slavery. And from this point on, the documents in this Toolbox will be the voices of
African Americansâ€”their letters, memoirs, journals, interviews, poems, songs, petitions, addresses,
pamphlets, newspapers, convention reports, committee expense records ...
Slave Narratives, Enslavement, African American Identity
John Hart - Signer of the Declaration of Independence . John Hart signed the Declaration of Independence
for New Jersey. The oldest portion of this house was once the home of Hart and his family; it is the smaller
wing seen on the left side of the photo.The rest of the house was added in 1805, twenty-six years after Hart's
death.
Hopewell, New Jersey Revolutionary War Sites | Hopewell
We confirm similar patterns in another large, but not nationally representative data set. A calibration exercise
demonstrates that the observed patterns are broadly consistent with large racial differences in environmental
factors that grow in importance as children age.
Racial Issues â€“ Just Facts
WallBuilders is an organization dedicated to presenting Americaâ€™s forgotten history and heroes, with an
emphasis on the moral, religious, and constitutional foundation on which America was built â€“ a foundation
which, in recent years, has been seriously attacked and undermined.
Links - WallBuilders
Gone to Texas! McCreary, Buck, Bayliss, Leverett, Rice, Estes, Timberlake, Graham, Hughes, Wheeler &
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